Hafa Adai and Welcome to those of you who have just been added to our email
list! We send out a quarterly NEWSLETTER in March, June, September and
December, and strive to update you with quick news and prayer requests once
or twice between newsletter cycles. Here is a quick re-cap of our trip to NC
over Christmas and current prayer requests as we begin 2017. Thank you for
reading and praying!

Christmas Dinner with some cousins at Grandma's house.

Spending time with cousins and other family in NC.

As with most things in life, our visit in NC was nothing like what we had planned or
expected, but it was EXACTLY as God planned and ordained, and we are thankful!
We were able to spend a lot of time with grandparents and cousins which was
wonderful, but we only saw a small handful of friends and supporters while we were
Stateside. We had hoped to see many more friends, but time and circumstances did
not allow, and that is ok. We are grateful for the people we were able to connect with
and saw God's sovereign hand several times as scheduled meetings were cancelled
at the last minute plans materialized with dear friends that we didn't think we would
have a chance to see. It's such a comfort knowing He is in control of every aspect of

our daily life! If we didn't get to see you during this short visit, we certainly hope to
see you when we are home for several months on furlough in 2017!

Current Prayer Needs
1. Our home assignment, or "furlough" as it has been traditionally
called, is tentatively scheduled for Fall 2017, although we don't know
the exact dates. This is a time when our family will be Stateside for 3
or 4 months, with the purpose of sharing with current and potential
prayer and financial supporters what God has been doing in the
ministry and in our lives the past three years. It will be a joy to
reconnect with Sunday school classes, families, and churches who
have faithfully prayed for us and given financially so we could minister
here on Guam since 2014. Please pray as we begin planning logistics
such as housing, transportation, kid's education while we are gone,
etc.
2. Financial support is an ongoing need. When God calls some
families to fund other projects, to enter the mission field themselves, or
when they graduate to heaven, we are completely dependent upon the
Lord to raise up additional families and churches to fund our needs so
we can continue to minister here. If you have felt called to give
financially to our family's ministry in any amount, simply click the
button below to get started!
3. Always pray for our family to keep our eyes focused on our Lord, to
live in grace, and at peace with each other.
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